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Welcome to the ShareMe. Shareme is a dedicated internet portal bringing users the latest
shareware & freeware from the world's best Software Authors. Shareme allows Shareware &

Freeware Authors to submit their latest wares, so you the user are able to download their latest
software updates all the time, after they are released! Always visit Shareme for your software
needs.A group of over 100 whales are having a little problem with Vancouver’s Stanley Park.

According to the park’s Facebook page, approximately 100 orcas have been spotted swimming
around the park since earlier in the month. article continues below Captured on camera early

Monday morning, the whales were seen behind the seals and sea lions at the popular spot known
for its water fountains and viewpoints. “Please refrain from feeding the orcas by approaching the

whales or surrounding them,” said one Facebook post. “They are also busy nursing young.”
Another post warns that the whales are acting stressed and threatened, with the increase in

activity prompting park staff to post a warning on June 12. “The park is reducing the amount of
food provided due to concerns of attracting orcas that approach the park and interact with

humans,” the post reads. “No interactions, including feeding orcas, orcas feeding humans, or
humans feeding orcas are permitted.” The whales are likely eyeing the seals and sea lions, which
could be causing them some stress. While orcas are known for travelling in small groups of 10 to

20, orcas can be considered noisy by whale experts. “A mother will not tolerate an unfamiliar,
even lagging, calf,” said Beaverton Whale and Dolphin Studies Society spokesman Nathan Ralston,
explaining that the whales probably sensed something was wrong and swam up to the central area

of the park. “The social structure is very important,” said Ralston. “The mother, or the two-year-
old, are the most important. So, the young calf will go in for protection.” A counter-intuitive

concept to humans, this natural behaviour has more meaning for orcas than mere curiosity. Orcas
form tight, close-knit societies, Ralston said, and as individuals begin to mature, it’s often the

opposite gender that protects the other. “A mother will not tolerate an unfamiliar,
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